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Abstract

Evolutionary biologists use Darwinian theory and functional design (‘‘reverse engineering’’) analyses, to develop and test
hypotheses about the adaptive functions of traits. Based upon a consideration of human social life and a functional design
analysis of depression’s core symptomatology we offer a comprehensive theory of its adaptive significance called the Social
Navigation Hypothesis (SNH). The SNH attempts to account for all intensities of depression based on standard evolutionary
theories of sociality, communication and psychological pain. The SNH suggests that depression evolved to perform two
complimentary social problem-solving functions. First, depression induces cognitive changes that focus and enhance
capacities for the accurate analysis and solution of key social problems, suggesting asocial rumination function. Second, the
costs associated with the anhedonia and psychomotor perturbation of depression can persuade reluctant social partners to
provide help or make concessions via two possible mechanisms, namely, honest signaling and passive, unintentional fitness
extortion. Thus it may also have asocial motivation function.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction tration, reduces the pleasure derivable from activities
such as eating and sex (anhedonia), and causes

Depression is an affective and psychophysical troublesome changes in motor activity and social
state that is emotionally painful, affects concen- interaction. Symptoms commonly intensify over time

(NIMH, 1994) and may lead to suicidality [Ameri-
can Psychiatric Association (APA), 1994]. While
many functional hypotheses for depression have been
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surely entails costs for the depressive, but this alone partners in modern societies and this could increase
does not justify the conclusion that it is maladaptive. the incidence of depression. At the same time, these

Some psychiatrists are urging that greater empiri- partners become more replaceable and so the average
cal and theoretical attention be paid to depression’s fitness interest amongst them is lower. Reduced
possible evolved functions (Abed, 2000; Nesse, fitness interests amongst partners may increase the
2000). There are good reasons to consider adap- intensity of depression needed to motivate partners to
tationist hypotheses for depression. For instance, help.
unlike other mental phenomena classified as dis- The ruminative and motivational functions of
orders (e.g., schizophrenia), depression is very preva- depression may correlate with so-called minor (sub-
lent and the capacity for it may be cross-culturally clinical) and major (clinical) depression, respective-
universal (Nesse and Williams, 1994). There are ly. However, we think these functions overlap and
reports of depression in traditional societies such as complement each other. Our model accords with
the Ache of Paraguay (Hill and Hurtado, unpublished growing evidence that, while depression varies great-
observation) and the !Kung of southern Africa ly in severity, it is a continuous phenomenon (Kumar
(Howell, 1979). Moreover, the incidence within et al., 1998; Tennen et al., 1999). The SNH provides
cultures is often high. The point prevalence of major a framework that has the potential to explain the full
depression in the US is approximately 5–10% (Kes- array of psychological and motor changes typically
sler et al., 1993), and the lifetime risk is estimated to associated with human unipolar depression.
be about 20% (Kessler et al., 1994). If depression is
an adaptation, some treatments and cultural trends
may interfere with functions it evolved to serve. 2. The adaptationist approach to depression

In this paper we present theSocial Navigation
Hypothesis (SNH) of depression. We begin with a 2.1. The adaptationist approach and alternative
discussion of pertinent evolutionary theory that adaptationist hypotheses
serves as a background for the hypothesis. Then, we
review evidence that depression is associated with An adaptationist hypothesis proposes that a trait
social problems. We go on to suggest that depression was designed by selection for a specific fitness
plays two complementary roles in dealing with enhancing function. The burden on adaptationists is
particularly important and troublesome social prob- like that on other scientists. Before accepting a
lems by (1) focusing limited cognitive resources on hypothesis, the adaptationist must show all its alter-
planning ways out of complex social problems and natives to be very unlikely (Andrews et al., 2001).
(2) motivating close social partners (friends, mates, One way to acquire information about the relative
family) to provide problem-solving help and conces- likelihood of alternative hypotheses is by examining
sions, especially in cases where they are initially the design features and development of a trait to
reluctant to do so. Depression gets its motivational infer its potential adaptive functions (Williams,
power by virtue of the costs it imposes on the 1966; Thornhill, 1997), a method calledreverse
depressive and on close social partners who have aengineering analysis. The value of an adaptationist
positive fitness interest in the normal functioning of approach is strategic. Adaptationists are not commit-
the depressive. ted to the idea that all traits are adaptations (Andrews

Today’s social environments differ from ancestral et al., 2001). They test adaptationist hypotheses to
ones in ways that could affect the prevalence and determine whetheror not a trait evolved to perform a
intensity of depression. Modern social complexity specific function.
and dynamism probably increases the context for The prevailing medical view is that depression is
ruminative and motivational depression, because maladaptive. Depression is overtly costly to the
people face an ever-changing array of fitness enhanc- depressive, and it is prevalent (i.e., genes for depres-
ing opportunities, but are blocked from or do not sion must have undergone substantial evolution).
understand how to access them. Moreover, people Genes for depression would not have evolved unless
tend to have a greater number of positive fitness they conferred net benefits, and there are two pos-
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sible explanations for their evolution. First, depres- proposes that depression forces acceptance of a
sion itself may have had a beneficial effect that fitness-limiting situation, especially loss of rank. It
outweighed its costs (i.e., depression could be an sees prolonged depression as amaladaptive inability
adaptation). Second, depression may have evolved to accept the loss of an unwinnable competition, and
indirectly because its genetic underpinnings code for it does not consider depressive ruminations to be
other traits (i.e., by pleiotropy) whose beneficial useful for complex problem-solving. In contrast, the
effects outweighed the costs of depression—the SNH proposes that depression plans ways and moti-
maladaptive byproduct hypothesis (MBH). For in- vates help for getting out of complex fitness-limiting
stance, Akiskal (2001) proposed that depression is social situations (i.e., winning). The SNH suggests
the maladaptive byproduct of a human adaptation for that persons who have lost social status may need
sensitivity to suffering; this adaptation may lead to enhanced social analysis and motivation abilities to
depression as the result of developmental or current mitigate their loss.
traumatic experience. The more recent ‘‘strike hypothesis’’ (Hagen,

The MBH is not invalid, but it is extremely 1999) proposes that clinical depression helps the
difficult to test. Save for some life history traits, depressive gain greater investment from an exploita-
there is no general theory, or clear predictions, about tive partner. The strike metaphor resembles our
which traits are linked. Confidence grows in the independently derived extortionary view of depres-
MBH only to the extent that our confidence in sion. However, the strike hypothesis disavows any
adaptationist hypotheses decreases. We canonly be ruminative function for clinical depression. More-
sure that depression is not an adaptation to the extent over, the strike hypothesis implies that depression is
that we consider adaptationist hypotheses, subject designed to solve intensive, dyad-specific problems,
them to the rigorous evidentiary standards required whereas the SNH suggests that motivational depres-
under reverse engineering analyses, and sys- sion may play its prime role in solving problems that
tematically reject them. Since many depression re- have a far more systemic basis in the social network.
searchers are very reticent about considering and
testing adaptationist hypotheses for depression, we2.2.1. The functions of emotional pain and
still do not know whether depression is an adaptation pleasure
despite decades of research. For this reason, we limit The SNH derives from a general evolutionary
discussion to explicitly adaptationist hypotheses. theory about the functions of emotional pain (Thor-
Moreover, any idea proposing a function for depres- nhill and Thornhill, 1989; Nesse, 2000). This theory
sion is an adaptationist hypothesis. We limit discus- has received empirical support in relation to trauma
sion to three major hypotheses as a thorough review experienced by rape victims (Thornhill and Palmer,
of adaptationist hypotheses is beyond the scope of 2000) and jealousy (Buss, 2000). The SNH builds on
this paper (for a more extensive review, see Nesse, these ideas by providing new or more detailed
2000). functional design analyses of depression’s core

symptomatology and the social problem it is de-
2.2. Alternative adaptationist hypotheses signed to solve.

The evolutionary theory of emotional pain posits
Perhaps the first adaptationist hypothesis of de- that it is analogous to physical pain. Physical pain

pression posited that it constitutes a ‘‘cry for help’’ draws attention to a problem in the environment that
(Lewis, 1934). As will be seen, our SNH includes a threatens damage, or is causing damage, to bodily
detailed Darwinian elaboration of this view. tissues. It motivates cognition and behavior that, at

The social yielding hypothesis proposes that de- least in ancestral environments, would tend to re-
pression is an adaptation for forcing the loser of a medy the problem. Analogously, emotional pain is
conflict to: (1) cease competing with the winner, (2) thought to draw attention to a problem in the social
accept the fact that he has lost, (3) signal submission environment that could, if not fixed, have detrimental
and thereby stop oppressive behavior by the winner fitness consequences, and to motivate action de-
(Price et al., 1994; Gilbert and Allan, 1998). It signed to remedy the problem. Moreover, the intensi-
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ty of pain is expected to correlate with both the tant is dependent upon the behavior of another, and
fitness consequences that are at stake and the cogni- (2) by interpersonal conflict of interest. Depressives
tive difficulty of the social problem. Similar argu- exhibit many cognitive characteristics of enhanced
ments explain the purpose of emotional pleasures— social dependency (Coyne and Whiffen, 1995),
they reward us for fitness enhancing accomplish- including an enhanced desire for social approval and
ments (Buss, 1999). We feel pleasure when we have success (Sheppard and Teasdale, 1996). Moreover,
sex or eat nutritious foods because natural selection people from more interdependent societies may be
has wired our nervous system to provide us with a more depressed than people from less interdependent
positive feedback mechanism for pursuing goals that societies (Anderson, 1999).
enhanced inclusive fitness in ancestral environments. Situational and cognitive indicators of social con-

We also propose that emotional pain forces the flict also are strongly related to depression. Depres-
individual to consider a wider range of strategic sives tend to be more openly aggressive toward their
options than would otherwise be considered, includ- spouses than non-depressives (Biglan et al., 1985)
ing costlier and riskier ones. Thus, the SNH predicts and the degree of negative interaction is related to
that depressives will mentally simulate a greater the degree of marital conflict (Schmaling and Jacob-
number of possible solutions to their social problems son, 1990). While supportive social networks provide
than non-depressives, they should consider a greater some protection against depression (Paykel, 1994),
range of strategic options, and the options that they the presence of social conflict is an even better
consider should often be costlier and riskier. predictor of depression (Coyne and Downey, 1991).

Depression is not only painful, the inability to feel For instance, marriage is a mild buffer to depression
pleasure may help the depressive sustain cognitive relative to being single or divorced. However, the
effort on the problem by preventing cognitive dis- odds of depression among people who do not get
tractions. Anhedonia may also increase the range of along with their spouse is an astounding 25:1
strategic options under consideration by freeing the (Weissman, 1987).
individual from pleasure based attachments that may Finally, the conditions that alleviate depression
impede adaptive changes in social relationships. also suggest that it serves a social problem-solving

Different forms of emotional pain should be function. For instance, if depression serves such a
designed to solve different sorts of problems (Nesse, function, then it should end when the social problem
2000); depression is only one form of emotional is solved. Recovery from depression is hastened by
pain. Whereas many forms of emotional pain are improvements in social relationships and strong
specific to particular social interactions (e.g., social support (Brown et al., 1988; Andrews and
jealousy and sexual infidelity; Buss, 2000), the Brown, 1995; Brugha et al., 1997). Similarly, adap-
functional domain of depression may be social tive depression should abate if the problem is
complexity. The utility of depression for finding perceived to be unsolvable. Clinicians have long
ways out of bad social situations may explain why known that depression is sometimes resolved only
depressives are often co-morbid for other forms of when the sufferer gives up the pursuit of an unob-
emotional pain. For instance, a mate’s infidelity tainable social goal (Price et al., 1994; Nesse, 2000;
could cause depression and jealousy if the problem is Klinger, 1975).
sufficiently difficult to resolve. Co-morbid anxiety
may frequently exist because of the dire conse-
quences of misjudging how social partners will
respond to a problem solving strategy. 4. Social rumination function

The highly contingent nature of social problems
3. Depression is strongly associated with social favors those who can accurately predict and in-
problems fluence the behavior of their social partners (Humph-

rey, 1976). Accurate behavioral prediction some-
Social problems are characterized: (1) by social times requires accurate inferences about the inten-

dependency, where the fitness of one social interac- tions of others. This can be difficult when multiple
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intentions are possible, because it requires the collec- tationist hypothesis that explicitly requires enhanced
tion and processing of information about all the social analysis to be associated with depression.
actor’s possible mental states (Andrews, 2001). Physical activity also requires the use of cognitive
Similarly, successfully influencing the behavior of a resources (e.g., navigation or planning activities like
social partner often requires considering how the hunting or shelter-building) and may lead to encoun-
partner will react to one’s own behavioral choices. ters with predators or conspecifics to which further
Moreover, one’s choices may have direct and in- cognitive resources must then be devoted. The
direct effects on third parties—their reactions also reduced activity and sociality that accompany de-
must be anticipated. The successful social man- pression may cause the depressive to avoid events
ipulator will often be the one who best analyzes the that reduce focus on a crucial problem. Supporting
decision-tree (really, a decision-web) of the choices this view is the fact that psychomotor retardation in
and responses of all parties in the social network. depression is positively correlated with anhedonia
Thus, finding solutions to social problems can re- (Lemke et al., 1999). Moreover, the degree of
quire massive cognitive effort. psychomotor retardation is a better predictor of the

Cognitively demanding social problems probably ability to concentrate on novel tasks than is the
were important in shaping some of the unique severity of depression itself (Lemelin and Baruch,
aspects of human intelligence over evolutionary time 1998).
(Alexander, 1989; Humphrey, 1976). If so, then The social situations that put one at the greatest
people should have evolved psychological adapta- risk of depression should place great cognitive
tions governing the allocation of cognitive resources demands on the depressive. Stressful life events such
toward finding solutions. Since cognitive capacities as unemployment or divorce are well-known antece-
are limited, fewer resources are available for plan- dent risk factors for depression (Kessler, 1997). By
ning and pursuing other activities, goals, and inter- themselves, such events are mild risk factors for
ests as more cognitive resources are allocated to the depression, but if they lead to the perception of
task of solving a problem. So, the relative impor- social entrapment or defeat the risk of depression is
tance of a problem, coupled with its difficulty, much greater (Brown et al., 1995; Gilbert and Allan,
should determine the proportion of cognitive re- 1998). Great cognitive effort may be required to find
sources allocated to finding a solution. means to escape such entrapping events.

Normally, concentration on a given task or prob- If depressives are faced with social problems that
lem is achieved by temporarily putting alternative stubbornly resist solution, they should perceive that
attractors of attention aside, but interest in these their social situation is undesirable and difficult to
alternatives is easily renewed as the situation war- change. This perception is a strong psychological
rants. Working in this way may be associated with predictor of subsequent levels of depression and
strong positive affect (e.g., interest or inspiration). non-fatal suicide attempts (Alloy et al., 1999;
However, the ability to expend sustained cognitive Baumeister, 1993). Depression researchers refer to
effort analyzing a major threat or limitation to fitness this perception ashopelessness (Abramson et al.,
rooted in a complex stubborn situation may require 1989).Desperation may be more appropriate be-
an enhanced ability to resist and avoid distractions. cause it does not imply that a problem is perceived to
At some point, such a problem may be so important be unsolvable. Rather it implies that the problem is
to solve, yet so difficult, that it pays to shut down important to solve, it so far has resisted solution, and
hedonic interests until the problem is solved or it resolution may require risky or unusual strategies.
becomes clear that further cognitive effort cannot Again, depression should abate when a problem is
effect a solution. Consistent anhedonia is a hallmark perceived to be truly unsolvable.
of depression and may reflect the importance of Unlike other psychic states regarded as psy-
resisting hedonic distractions. Thus, some depression chopathologies, depression appears to induce cogni-
should ensue whenever a person is faced with a tive changes that help depressives build a model of
social problem so difficult that the flexible pursuit of their social situation and plan actions for resolving
hedonic interests is likely to delay or interfere with important problems. For instance, depressives exhibit
attempts to resolve it. The SNH is the only adap- signs of focusing attention on social problems.
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Studies consistently show that depressives are rela- may not be so distorted. Moreover, depressives
tively consumed with negative thoughts (Haaga et evaluate themselves and others more even-handedly
al., 1991). However, the content of their thoughts is for personality traits, the reasons for success and
specific: depressives perceive themselves to be in an failure, and future outcomes (Brown, 1986; Tabach-
unenviable social situation and desire to gain more nik et al., 1983; Ahrens et al., 1988; Alloy and
social approval and success (Sheppard and Teasdale, Ahrens, 1987), which suggests that the DAS may be
1996). Depressives also pay closer attention to social more accurate (Ackermann and DeRubeis, 1991).
information, including social comparison informa- However, depressives should not be more accurate
tion, and process it more extensively than non-depre- than non-depressives in all cognitive domains. If
ssives (Gannon et al., 1994; Marsh and Weary, 1994; depressives are facing difficult problems, then their
Swallow and Kuiper, 1993; Weary et al., 1994; Yost attention should be biased toward information that
and Weary, 1996). addresses the nature and source of their problem. For

Depression should not only influence the propor- instance, depressives tend to focus on, and even
tion of cognitive resources devoted to a social show a preference for, negative social feedback
problem, it should also affect thestyle in which (Giesler et al., 1996). Thus, their recall of feedback
information is processed and interpreted. For in- tends to be more negative than it actually was
stance, if depressives are caught in complex social (Ackermann and DeRubeis, 1991). Negative feed-
situations whose outcomes could dramatically affect back may be useful for identifying social problems
their fitness, then it should be more important for and anticipating the full range of potential partner
them to be realistic or conservative about their responses to one’s efforts to solve a problem,
strategic assets and liabilities, as well as their including worst case scenarios.
strategic position and the options they have available The performance patterns of depressives on par-
to them. However, if the social situations that non- ticularly difficult cognitive tasks also indicate that
depressives are in are not as complex or important as they are facing and primed to solve difficult social
those of depressives, then they may strategically problems. Depressives exhibit diminished perform-
benefit or suffer smaller costs from being less ance on cognitively demanding tasks of a non-social
realistic about such things (Andrews, 2001). These or abstract nature—intelligence tests, general learn-
cognitive differences may make depressives appear ing and memory tasks, reading comprehension, and
more pessimistic than non-depressives about them- organization and clustering tasks (Hartlage et al.,
selves and their future. 1993). This isexpected if their cognitive efforts are

Depressives may be less biased about their pheno- focused elsewhere.
typic quality than non-depressives (Joiner et al., Conversely, depressives often outperform non-de-
1994). Moreover, depressives and non-depressives pressives on difficult tasks that tap social problem-
exhibit different attributional patterns for successes solving skills (Yost and Weary, 1996; Lane and
and failures. Non-depressives tend to exhibit aself- DePaulo, 1999), and are more accurate than non-
serving bias (SSB; Sedikides, 1993), attributing their depressives in judging the control they have over
successes to ability and their failures to chance or contingent outcomes (Ackermann and DeRubeis,
lack of effort. They also are more prone to attribute 1991; Alloy and Abramson, 1979). Depressives may
successes of others to chance or effort and their be cognitively primed to accurately judge their
failures to lack of ability (Sedikides, 1993). Con- degree of control over contingent outcomes, because
versely, depressives are less likely to attribute their planning a successful solution to a social problem
successes to ability and their failures to chance or often depends on accurately assessing their degree of
lack of effort. The less biased attributional pattern of control over others.
depressives is called thedepressive attributional Making an accurate inference about the mental
style (DAS; Sweeney et al., 1986). The DAS may be state of another when several are possible is a
more accurate. The SSB is partly distorted by demanding task, because one must evaluate all
strategic self-enhancement (Sedikides, 1993; possible alternatives (Andrews, 2001). Depressives
Sedikides et al., 1998), which suggests that the DAS are less likely to make thefundamental attribution
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error (FAE; Yost and Weary, 1996). This is an error 5. Social motivation function
of judgment where an actor’s mental state and
behavior are assumed to correspond to a degree that As depression intensifies, enhanced anhedonia and
is logically unwarranted by the situation (Andrews, psychomotor perturbation make the depressive in-
2001). Non-depressives may tend to make the FAE creasingly disinterested in normal fitness-related
because they are less dependent upon others and activities and physically unable to pursue them. This
have little incentive to put out the effort needed to disinterest and incapacitation gradually spreads to
make a logically correct inference. Instead, they may more fitness domains, including self care. Yet depres-
resort to quick, error-prone heuristics to make infer- sion is not only costly to the depressive. Social
ences about the mental states of others. Depressives, partners with a positive fitness interest in the normal
because they are more socially dependent, have a activities of the depressive necessarily will incur
greater incentive to make accurate behavioral predic- costs to the extent that the depressive episode
tions and may be primed to make more accurate interferes with those activities. There is evidence that
attributions about mental states. Consistent with this people feel the costs imposed on them when a
reasoning, people tend to avoid the FAE when their partner is depressed. Their reactions to the depres-
own outcomes depend on making more accurate sive are stronger and more negative than those of
attributions (Vonk, 1998). Moreover, individuals strangers (Segrin and Dillard, 1992). There are two
from more interdependent societies are less likely to mechanisms whereby the costs of depression may
make the FAE or show the SSB (Choi et al., 1999). motivate members of the depressive’s social network
There is evidence that people from more interdepen- to make investments or concessions that they are
dent societies are less likely to exhibit the SSB otherwise reluctant to make.
because they tend to be more depressed (Anderson,
1999). This raises the intriguing possibility that 5.1. Motivation by honestly signaling need
culture-specific FAE prevalences are also mediated
by depression. Some have argued that depression and suicidality

Finally, strong evidence for a rumination function function as a cry-for-help (Lewis, 1934; Stengel,
comes from studies indicating that the changes in 1974). Because depression is costly, it could function
cognitive and activity patterns associated with de- as an honest signal of need, motivating people with a
pression are modulated by serotonin (5-HT) (Bre- pre-existing interest in helping an individual who
werton, 1995). Low serotonin retards physical activi- honestly signals the need for help, but not those who
ty (Jacobs and Fornal, 1997) and enhances per- falsely exaggerate their need. Since a signal must be
formance on cognitively demanding tasks (Buhot, costly to reveal the signaler’s true state of need
1997). (Godfray, 1991), depression as an honest-cry-for-

The depressive’s close social partners will ex- help could motivate social partners to help by virtue
perience costs to the extent that ruminative depres- of the costs that it imposes on the depressive.
sion interferes with activities in which they have a
positive fitness interest. Much ruminative depression 5.2. Motivation by fitness extortion
may be voluntarily hidden since critical review of
interpersonal relationships is often best done in Depression also may motivate social partners to
secret. There should be selection to minimize costs provide help via the gradually increasing costs it
of ruminative depression imposed on social partners imposes on them (see also, Hagen, 1999). Extortion-
when it is important to maintain relational stability at ary depression can elicit help from social partners
the social planning stage. Yet some imposition of who perceive that it is better to help, thus stopping
costs imposed on the depressive or social network the depressive episode, than to continue to endure
may be unavoidable, drawing the attention of others. the escalating costs. Such depression may be de-
Costly episodes of ruminative depression probably signed to motivate the entire social network or
selected for the responsiveness in social partners specific partners. Resolution of this issue depends on
necessary for motivational depression to evolve. how the costs of depression are distributed among
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social partners and the types of problems that the terms of social contracts with many social
typically elicit severe depressions. partners. These partners may be reluctant to support

niche change because they have great difficulty
5.2.1. Motivating whole networks—the ‘‘ niche predicting the likely net benefits of giving such help
change’’ function of depression under a reformed and relatively poorly understood

Humans live in groups where diverse goods and contract. In contrast, the net benefits of providing
services are exchanged according to complex, heavi- forms of help under thestatus quo contract are
ly negotiated social contracts. An individual’s ‘‘so- known. Second, even if predictable, the goods and
cial niche’’ is defined by the interacting reciprocal services expected under the new contract may be less
exchange contracts they hold with each person in beneficial than those under the current contract.
their social network, coupled with the skills and Third, the social partner may have a fitness interest
strategies they use to create, maintain, and modify in someone else occupying the sought for niche.
those contracts. Partners may use creative rationalizations and di-

Contractual webs secure the individual’s role in verse ‘‘carrots and sticks’’ to keep an individual in
society. Yet, they also can cause social entrapment. A their current niche. Well-intentioned mental health
person’s social niche may vastly under-utilize their providers unwittingly may do the same. Depression
capacities for maximizing inclusive fitness. Human should be designed to resist such tactics, and to
groups and individual development are so dynamic contingently worsen to a point where the costs
that severe mismatches between a person’s capacities imposed on the depressive’s social partners over-
and opportunities for fitness-enhancing activities can whelms their resistance to the bid for niche change.
arise in many ways. Where people inherit social
status or occupation, for example, individuals may 5.2.2. Motivating specific partners
find themselves with a severe mismatch. Creative Extortive depression also may serve to motivate
people tend to manufacture their own mismatches by specific partners within the network (see also, Hagen,
producing novel ideas that social partners are slow to 1999). If this is its main function, then selection
appreciate, or by developing new socioeconomic should disfavor indiscriminate imposition of costs
capacities that threaten to reform existing contracts that endanger relationships that do not need chang-
or impinge on others’ niches. ing. Thus, the activities that depression interfered

The problem of changing social niche may be a with could target the partners whose help must be
key adaptive context for wholesale extortion of the extorted. Functional design for motivating specific
social network via severe depression. Niche change social partners could be demonstrated by showing
often will require acquiescence or assistance of the variation in symptomatology that preferentially im-
network in the form of political favors, skill training, poses costs on those partners with whom the depres-
capital investments, or savvy brainstorming about sive is in conflict, and that the costs were imposed to
plausible better niches. Extortive depression is well overcome their reluctance to help.
suited to battling constraints on fitness-enhancing Even if depression indiscriminately broadcasts
activity issuing from a diffuse social source (e.g., costs on social partners, it could still function to
pervasive attitudes, customs, or expectations). Such a motivate specific partners. Imposing costs on the
problem, if severe, may be solved most efficiently by entire social network to modify one or a few dyad-
depression simultaneously broadcasting costs to specific contracts will be costly. However, this could
many social partners. If so, the problems depression be favored if the likely benefits outweigh the likely
is designed to solve should necessitatespecial moti- costs of endangering other relationships.
vation of much of the social network to help if the
depressive is to resolve the problem. 5.3. Evidence for social motivation

There are several reasons why even loving social
partners might stubbornly resist one’s attempts at Depression may impose costs on the depressive
niche change, and so require special motivation. and their partners whether or not the depression is
First, niche change necessarily involves modifying extortionary or an honest signal. There are four
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responses partners could take to costs imposed on ing ancestral environments the depressive’s reduced
them: (1) endure the depressive episode until it capacity for self-care can be viewed as passive
passes; (2) help or make a concession to try to stop suicidal behavior. Depression can also cause active
the episode; (3) impose retaliatory costs on the suicidal behavior: 2.2–8.6% of clinically depressed
depressive to try to stop the episode; or (4) divest people commit suicide, compared to less than 0.5%
from the relationship with the depressive and de- of the non-depressed population (Bostwick and
velop other relationships. Retaliatory costs imposed Pankratz, 2000). The incidence of non-fatal attempts
by a partner may often fail to stop depression must be higher.
because an individual, by becoming depressed, Evidence supporting a motivation function comes
shows a willingness to endure costs. Thus, people from studies indicating that suicide attempts stop
should generally avoid retaliating (see also, Hagen, when relationships improve (Hawton et al., 1982a).
1999). It may seem odd to propose that human suicidal

It is not clear how often depression causes aban- behavior is adaptive, but we are not the first to do so
donment; in the close-knit groups humans probably (deCatanzaro, 1981). Selection also has forged
evolved in this option may seldom have been viable. adaptations for suicide in other species (Alcock,
In any event, depressives may have often been in 2001). As an honest signal, the risk of death associ-
desperate social situations where the costs of making ated with a suicide attempt could inform partners
things worse were low and the benefits of improve- about the attempter’s level of need. Under the
ment high. Even if depression usually produced extortion hypothesis, suicide attempts impose a risk
social deterioration, it may still have evolved to of loss on all partners with an interest in the
serve a social motivation function if the expected net attempter’s existence. Extortionary attempts threaten
benefits were high enough to make the gamble repeated, escalating attempts, exposing partners to
profitable. That depression often elicits rejecting further risk unless they provide sought for help (see
responses from others is consistent with both motiva- also, Zahavi and Zahavi, 1997).
tional hypotheses. Treatments that remove depressives from their

Since depression can only motivate partners who social group (e.g., hospitalization) are associated with
have a positive fitness interest in the depressive, both the greatest risk of subsequent suicide (Bostwick and
motivational hypotheses predict that people should Pankratz, 2000). Such treatments may blunt their
become more depressed when they are in conflict ability to motivate social partners, forcing the depre-
with partners who have a greater positive fitness ssive to produce a ‘‘louder signal’’.
interest in them. In one study, caregivers of Alzheim- To serve a motivational function, suicide attemp-
er’s patients were asked to rate how upset they ters sometimes must survive. Yet, the attempter gets
currently were with their social network and that more motivational power by incurring a greater risk
network’s past helpfulness (Pagel et al., 1987). High of death. Thus, the attempter trades off the risk of
levels of current upset coupled with high levels of death against the possible benefits to be gained from
past helpfulness was a better predictor of subsequent motivating close social partners to help. Motivational
depression than high upset and a history of low suicide should be classified as a form ofparasuicide
helpfulness. The study suggests that people are more (suicidality without intent to die, but which may
likely to become depressed when they are in conflict entail a genuine risk of death) (Stengel, 1974;
with partners who, by being helpful in the past, have Kreitman, 1977), because it is distinct from suicidal
exhibited a positive fitness interest in them. This behavior where the intent is to end life with certainty
finding is surprising given the large literature show- (deCatanzaro, 1981).
ing that a supportive social network is a buffer to
depression (Paykel, 1994). 5.4. Distinguishing honest signaling and extortion

Both motivational hypotheses explain features of
depression inconsistent with a rumination function. The two motivational models of the SNH make
Depression is often self-endangering. It handicaps different predictions about how social partners are
the immune system (Weisse, 1992), and in unforgiv- motivated. The honest signaling hypothesis predicts
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that the costs imposed on self are crucial for eliciting bimodal, the mean of those with a positive social
help, while costs imposed on partners are incidental. outcome should be greater than the mean of the
Conversely, the extortion hypothesis predicts that medicated group. We suspect a bimodal distribution
costs imposed on partners are crucial for overcoming of good and bad outcomes because: (1) depressives
their reluctance to help, and costs imposed on self are more likely to be desperate and attempt risky
are incidental or useful for deterring retaliation. Self- strategies for resolving their social problems, and (2)
and clinician-reported reasons for adolescent suicide social partners sometime may respond to extortive
support both hypotheses. Sometimes imposition of depression with persistent rejection. To our knowl-
costs on the self appears to be important (e.g., so edge, such an experiment has not been performed.
others understand how desperate one feels) and
sometimes imposition of costs on others appears to
be important (e.g., to punish or influence someone) 6. Clinical implications
(Hawton et al., 1982b).

The extortion hypothesis predicts that depression That depression usually is viewed as maladaptive
will escalate, imposing increasing costs on partners, is perhaps surprising given that many clinicians see
until they either capitulate or divest, or it becomes other sorts of severe emotional pain, such as grief, as
unprofitable to escalate further. Depression often serving a useful purpose. The SNH suggests that,
escalates, suggesting extortion. However, there are like grief, it may be important to support a process of
two reasons why escalation could occur even if depression (see also Gut, 1989). The SNH makes
signalers were only communicating need and not new clinical suggestions about how to support mild
extorting. First, signalers could systematically under- and severe depression.
signal their level of need and then escalate until they Three insights from the SNH may help therapists
get a response from receivers. Modeling of this issue discover the cause of a depression. First, it is
suggests that systematic under-signaling and escala- important to focus on social factors thatlimit the
tion often will be unprofitable and thus rare (Payne client’s inclusive fitness, not just things that may
and Pagel, 1996). Second, honest signalers could influence it. Second, the contents of the depressive’s
escalate if their need escalates over time. Thus, the ruminations may provide clues to thecurrent social
case for extortion could be bolstered by showing that causes of depression. Third, the therapist should not
escalation of depression does not track changes in only consider potentially causal dyad-specific prob-
need. lems, but also fitness-limiting social constraints with

diffuse origins. If a crucial social constraint seems
5.5. A general test of the social navigation dyad-specific, the therapist might consider whether
hypothesis the point of the depression is to motivate the social

network to help deal with the dyad-specific problem.
If the SNH is correct, interfering with depression Moreover, the SNH suggests that two complimentary

should sometimes prevent improvements in a per- forms of talking therapy can bring long-term relief to
son’s social situation. In our view, a critical test depressives, namely, neo-Darwinian forms of in-
would be to give anti-depressant medication to one formative therapy and social problem solving
group of depressives and a placebo to another, and therapy.
then monitor theirsocial outcomes over time vis a Depressives’ estimates of the net benefits to be
vis an objective standard. Changes in social out- had from a bout of low mood will vary in accuracy.
comes should exhibit a unimodal distribution in the Informative therapy can help the depressive to better
medicated group. However, the distribution of analyze his need and ability to improve his socio-
changes in outcomes for the placebo group should economic life via depression. This approach requires
exhibit greater variation,with greater chances of a thorough knowledge of the patient’s social circum-
positive outcome, than in the medicated group. The stances and analysis of the patient’s opportunities
distribution of outcomes might even be bimodal (one and constraints.
with a positive mean, one with a negative mean). If SNH-based informative therapy would not focus
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on persuading the patient that their depression is children, but she wishes they would pay more
unwarranted. Therapies that manipulate mood with- attention to her advice and opinions. The woman
out addressing underlying causes may increase the feels her depression is due to insistent ‘‘movies’’ in
danger that a recurrence of depression will be more her head that replay incidents from her youth in
resistant to treatment due to subtle, possibly uncon- which her father exhibited oppressive, non-investing
scious, lack of trust. Removal of the depressive from behavior toward her. The woman states that her
their social network (e.g., by hospitalization) may father’s negative attitude prevented her from using
interfere with the depressive’s information-gathering her talent and ambition to gain access to education
and handicap social rumination, resulting in and a career. Now, however, she just wants the old
prolongation and dysregulation of symptoms. memories and the depression she feels they cause to

Informative therapy may lead to the conclusion go away so she can be happy and contribute more to
that the depression is based on a sound cost–benefit the care of her grandchildren. Her children need and
analysis. If so, the SNH suggests therapists should desire these things too.
serve as insightful social educators and tenacious In SNH-based therapy, there would be a working
advocates for their depressed patients to help them assumption that depressive symptoms have utility.
solve their social problems. The SNH’s heavy sys- Since the mind is causing much of the depressive’s
tems orientation suggests that group and family energy to be diminished by clinical symptoms, and
therapy often will be necessary, and a multi-dis- her cognitive resources are devoted to a specific set
ciplinary team may be needed to provide the inter- of ruminations, then the mind should have tailored
personal mediation, skill training, and other help these phenomena to attack problems thatlimit her
needed to solve the depressive’s problems. inclusive fitness. Since this woman is post-reproduc-

The SNH implies that anti-depressant medications tive, the only thing that influences her fitness is the
risk handicapping the client’s ability to navigate and welfare of her children and current and future
control their social environment; this could, in the grandchildren. What is perhaps limiting to her fitness,
long run, hinder the depressive from making key especially in the low SES social milieu, is the levels
improvements in quality of life. If the SNH is of parental investment enjoyed by her grandchildren.
correct, then a therapeutic prime directive to reduce One therapeutic hypothesis that follows is that the
suffering per se may be an irresponsible approach. movies the woman is compelled to watch are causing
Even when a therapist can implement a helpful her to review her father’s characteristics, including
talking therapy, it may be best to let depression work his body language, how he spoke, maybe even how
its miserable yet potentially adaptive magic on the he smelled. These details could prime the woman
social network under protective supervision. The emotionally and cognitively to help her daughters
SNH suggests that drugs should not be given unless choose and manage their mates for the benefit of her
the causative social problems also are being ad- grandchildren. Similarly, it may help her to motivate
dressed, and that drugs not be allowed to emasculate her sons to consider the long term ramifications of
the ruminative and motivational functions of a how they treat her grandchildren.
potentially adaptive depression. Depression imposes costs on the mother’s children

that draws their attention and primes them to digest
her concerns about their mate choices and the care of

6.1. Case history illustration her grandchildren. Under this therapeutic hypothesis,
if the mother perceives that the daughters’ mate

We offer a case history analysis that we think choice criteria improve in ways that help ensure the
yields a useful therapeutic hypothesis that, without quality of paternal investment flowing to the
the SNH, would be difficult to formulate. A de- grandchildren, then amelioration of the depression
pressed but otherwise healthy post-reproductive age should ensue. Increased generosity in her sons’ child
woman has three sons and four daughters. One care behavior also may be therapeutic. It may help to
daughter is unwed. All have low socioeconomic gather the family so the woman can tell her child-
status. The woman has good relations with her hood story in an emotionally compelling way, fol-
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